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Comprehensive, authoritative, and cutting-edge, THE LEGAL ENVIRONMENT OF BUSINESS

combines a classic "black letter law" approach with an interesting and accessible reader-friendly

format. The cases, content, and features of the exciting new Eighth Edition have been thoroughly

updated to represent the latest developments in the business law environment. An excellent

assortment of included cases ranges from precedent-setting landmarks to important recent

decisions, and ethical, global, and corporate themes are integrated throughout. In addition,

numerous features and exercises help you master key concepts and apply what you've learned to

real-world issues, and the book offers an unmatched range of support resources--including

innovative online review tools.
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I had to purchase this for a legal class in my MBA program. I have to say that I was pleasantly

surprised. The material was easy to absorb, even for someone with little pre-knowledge of law.It

served as a wonderful overview, providing high level detail that is easily searched using the index.

The case studies are good illustrations of the points within the chapters. The questions at the end

give the student or reader the ability to apply what is learned in the previous chapter.I would

recommend this to anyone that is looking to learn a good bit about a broad variety of law topics.

I agree with the other reviewer that this book was a pleasant surprise. I bought this for my business

law class but found myself using this for my homework in ALL my classes, instead of the books I



had for them. This book explained in better detail things that other textbooks failed to.The cases that

they note under different topics really help to grasp the concepts. I didn't realize that until several

chapters in, but now I make it a point to read them. (Make sure you take the time -- it

helps!)Unfortunately, I rented this book. Otherwise, I would keep it. If I find that I start needing to

refer back to it, I will likely just purchase a copy.

I am thankful for your willingness to ship books. These are needed worldwide, but it really counts

when you don't have to worry about not having what you need for school. My child has completed

this course and thankful to have received the book in a timely fashion. Thank you

I am renting this book because it's a requirement for my business law class. I didn't want to

purchase the book because it was so expensive. But with  rent, I was able to rent it for a very cheap

price. The book is in a very clean condition. no tears or anything. So far I've only seen a few

highlight marks here an there, but that doesn't bother me at all.I am very pleased with the purchase

and I love the fact that I don't have to pay when I have to return this book back to !

I'm not going to lie, I was pretty pissed about spending so much on a book for a class that I didn't

plan on going to anyways. However, I was pleasantly surprised when it arrived. It is probably the

nicest book I own, with a beautiful cherry leather binding and gold finished lettering. The contents of

the book are also nice. Colorful, easy to understand, and plenty of useful information.

While I do not enjoy the class I am in because of the amount of homework I have, this book arrived

earlier than expected which was great because I ordered it thinking I wouldnt have it before class

because I am a slacker. The book had no writing in it and was as expected. Thank you for saving

me $100 vs. buying the book new.

Had an issue with them accepting my payment method from discover card but issue was resolved

quickly I had it in time to study for my test. Great book I highly recommend keeping it for future

reference.

Needed it for school. Many professors base their entire lecture on this text and many can make this

interesting.The cases are missing some details but you can get the gist of the cases.Anyways the

used hardcover purchase was in good shape.
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